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Custom Wayfinding Signs Custom Wayfinding Signs

The science of wayfinding encompasses many 
factors, including municipal planning, streetscape 
infrastructure, traffic patterns and the cognitive 
process of navigation. When considering the 
design of your wayfinding signs, remember to 
keep it simple. We can work with you to develop a 
complete wayfinding system that represents the 
character of your city or neighborhood. TAPCO 
has the ability to make custom shaped signs with 
custom artwork and custom Pantone colors. 

Custom  
Wayfinding Signs

41" x 59"

48" x 64"

36" x 68"

42" x 54" 36" x 68"

TAPCO has specialized in all types of custom signs for decades. We craft only the highest quality signs with the best materials available, 
including  reflective sheeting and high-grade aluminum substrates. TAPCO offers a wide variety of sign options, and has the ability to screen 
print and digitally print to your specific needs - whether standard or uniquely shaped signs. TAPCO employs an experienced team of graphic 
artists, screen printers and craftsmen to fulfill your order. We will make the sign that you need, the way you want it. 

TAPCO Made® Signs

Custom Routed  
Aluminum Blank

A Universal Post 
Channel Clamp with 
stainless steel band  
&  buckle is slid 
into the aluminum 
channel extrusion. 
Can be painted 
black (as shown)  
or matched to  
sign color.

Choose the type of finishing  
for the back of the sign
�� Bare Aluminum
�� Vinyl Backing
�� Wet Paint (shown)
�� Powder Coating

Alumininum Channel 
Extrusions are affixed to the 
back of the sign with  
Very High Bond (VHB) Tape. 
This provides a clean, no bolt 
head, no hardware look. Can 
be painted black (as shown) or 
matched to sign color.

Multi-color custom image printed on 
high quality,  reflective sheeting 
for increased visibility.
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Custom Neighborhood Signs Parking & Emotionally Intelligent Signs

Emotionally Intelligent 
Signs for Schools  
& Neighborhoods 
Make kid's artwork last by converting it into  
custom signage through TAPCO. Schools  
across the country are utilizing their students'  
talents to emotionally connect with visitors  
driving through their school zone and  
surrounding neighborhoods.

Custom Parking 
Lot Signage 
Every parking lot is unique. That’s why 
we work with small business owners, 
municipalities and local parks to create 
parking signs that fit their parking lot 
needs, while keeping their visitors safe.

30" x 36" 12" x 18"

12" x 18" 24" x 18"

Custom Cut 24" x 18"

12" x 18"

30" x 42"

18" x 24"

Custom Neighborhood Signs  
We custom manufacture and/or design all of our neighborhood signs to create the exact look and feel that defines your community. TAPCO screen 
prints or digitally prints your full-color, custom image directly to high-quality  Reflective sheeting (non-reflective also available) and laminates the 
sheeting to a standard FHWA aluminum blank. We can also custom cut the aluminum to your exact specifications. An additional protective overlay is 
included on digital prints to provide UV rated, outdoor quality signage for added durability.

18" dia.

30" dia.Custom Cut 18" x 24"18" x 18"

24" x 30"

18" x 24"

24" x 30"

18" x 24"

24" x 18"24" x 18" 24" x 18" 24" x 18"
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Custom Street Name Signs Custom Street Signs, Logos & Artwork

Custom shape, colors & logo

MUTCD compliant 
upper & lowercase

Flat blade

Custom Logo Street Name Signs 

Consider an additional custom logo on any street name sign. TAPCO also has the 
ability to create custom shaped street name signs. Additional costs may apply.

Street Name Signs
Visibility is crucial to safety. TAPCO uses  reflective sheeting, which provides excellent visibility day and night. High Intensity and Diamond 
Grade sheeted options meet and/or exceed the federal standards for retroreflectivity. Upgrade your street name signs and brackets to increase 
visibility and legibility, especially at night. Street name signs come in two .080 aluminum blade types: extruded and flat. Extruded blades have  
1/4" top and bottom edges. This thicker edge provides extra rigidity and strength. 

��  High Intensity Prismatic (HIP) or Diamond Grade (DG3) Reflective Sheeting (Engineer Grade Prismatic reflective sheeting is also available)
�� Double-faced with your choice of sheeting and printed with the same copy on each side
�� Standard sizes are 6", 9" or 12" high by variable widths with Highway Alphabet font
�� Countless other sizes, shapes and fonts are available upon request
�� Your community or neighborhood logo can also be included

1 Blade Type 2 Blade Height 3 Blade Color 4 Letter Color

Submit your list of street names and TAPCO will automatically fit each name to the proper  
width blade. If you're looking for a specific width for all street name blades, TAPCO can arrange  

the names to fit accordingly.

Extruded 
blade

Flat blade

MUTCD  
compliant 
upper and 
lowercase

  Flat blade (recommended)

  Extruded blade

 6" height
  (Residential 0-25MPH speed limit)

 9" height
  (Residential over 25MPH speed limit)

 Greater than 9" height
  (For overhead street name signs)

 Green

 Blue 

 Brown

 White

 White

 Black

MUTCD 2009  
section 2D.43
The only acceptable alternative background 
colors for Street Name signs shall be blue, 
brown or white. 

MUTCD 2009  
section 2D.43
The lettering for names of streets and 
highways on Street Name signs shall be 
composed of a combination of lower-case 
letters with initial uppercase letters.

MUTCD 2009 
section 2D.43
Regardless of whether green, blue or 
brown is used as the background color for 
Street Name (D3-1 or D3-1a) signs, the 
legend (and border, if used) 
shall be white. 
For Street Name signs that use a white 
background, the legend (and border, if 
used) shall be black.
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Includes a set of staInless steel screws

Mounting Options

Threaded Strapping Brackets 
�� Threaded 5/16" - 18 center hole saves  
installation time

�� Secure with 3/4" strapping to 4" O.D. or  
larger poles

Cantilever Strapping Bracket
�� Secured to pole with 
stainless steel strapping

�� For 2" posts and larger 
�� Hardware sold separately

 

5/16" x 3/4" Bolt
�� Hex head
�� Stainless steel
�� Fully threaded

Stainless  
Steel Strapping
�� Coiled in  
dispensing box

Colored Stainless 
Steel Strapping
��  Powder-coated
�� Built-in buckle
�� .75" x .030" x 41"

Heavy-duty  
3/4" and 5/8"  
Strapping Buckles  

Economy 3/4"  
Strapping Buckles 

Free-end 3/4"  
Strapping Buckles  

Straight legFlared leg

Mounting Options

Leaf Bracket
Sign, pole and strapping sold separately

S–Scroll Bracket
Sign, pole and strapping sold separately

L–Bracket
Sign, pole and strapping sold separately

Lugs are adjustable 
horizontally for proper  
sign support

  Sign Mounting L-Brackets 
�� Made of high tensile strength cast aluminum
�� Attaches to a 2 3/8" OD schedule 40 pole top with  
included set screws (pole not included)

�� 12" x 18" sign attaches to L-bracket  
with included steel nuts and bolts 

�� (12" x 18" sign not included)
�� L-Brackets sold boxed in sets of 5
�� Includes: (5x) 1/4" -20 x 3/4" Phillips  
pan head steel bolts, (5x) 1/4" -20  
steel lock nuts, (3x) 1/4" -20 x 3/8"  
Allen head set screws

Brackets can be mounted 
upside-down for an 
elegant hanging sign 
look, call for a quote

Elegant Series  
Sign Mounting 
L-Brackets

main red

PMS 1795C
C0  M96  Y90  K2

YOUTUBE LOGO SPECS

PRINT
gradient bottom

PMS 1815C
C13  M96  Y81  K54

on dark backgroundson light backgrounds

standard

no gradients

watermark

stacked logo (for sharing only)

standard

no gradients

watermark

stacked logo (for sharing only)

white

WHITE
C0  M0 Y0  K0

black

BLACK
C100 M100 Y100 K100

Visit us on  
YouTube for video on 
this product at  
http://gotap.co/fdbc

Albany Bracket
For signs 23"L x 10"H or larger

Sign, pole and strapping sold separately

Post Top  
Sign Brackets 
Available in models to fit flat or  
extruded sign blades. 
�� Each bracket includes set of stainless  
steel allen set screws 

�� Available raw (unpainted)  
or painted black

Fits 23/8" OD pole, has 
12" slot for flat sign blade

Fits a U-channel post, has
9" slot for extruded sign blade

Fits 13/4" square post, has
51/4" slot for flat sign blade 

Fits 23/8" round pole, has
5½" slot for flat sign blade 

Fits on top of square post, has 24" slot 
for flat sign blade 

Sits on top of extruded sign blade, has 
9" slot for extruded sign blade 

Sits on top of extruded sign blade, has 
12" slot for extruded sign blade 

Sits on top of flat sign blade, 
has 5½" slot for flat sign blade 

Buckles Brackets Bolts & Strapping

Elegant series sign mounting brackets 
feature a high-strength Tensalloy™ 
aluminum, the strongest aluminum brackets 
in the industry!
�� Choose from 22" or 29" length bracket with 
adjustable flat or extruded lugs

�� Recommended for posts and poles  
4" OD or larger

�� Able to be banded to a post or pole, but 
may also be drilled & bolted (custom 
drilling charges apply) 

�� Brackets can be inverted to hang the sign 
below the bracket

�� Powder coated gloss black brackets 
(custom colors available upon request)

�� Includes a set of stainless steel screws
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96" x 48"

Large Format Signs & BannersLarge Format Signs & Banners

Large Format Digitally Printed Banners & Signs
TAPCO large format digitally printed signs are a unique way to advertise your company or new construction, 
and a great way to attract new business from drive-by traffic. For 60 years, our sign shop has worked with 
companies nationwide to help design the perfect sign for their business. 

Aluminum  
Compostite Material (ACM)
Medium - Long Term Applications

Aluminum  
Long Term Applications

Corregated Plastic
Short Term Applications

MDO & HDO Wood
Long Term Applications

Substrate 
Options

Brass 
Grommets

Clean Hem

96" x 48"

70" x 36"

72" x 36"96" x 48"
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HDPE Routed Signs Posts, Poles & More

High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) is a versatile, environmentally stabilized sheet with multiple layers of contrasting colors and is the sign material 
used for the U.S. Forest Services, trails, parks, marines, playground signs and campground markers.

HPDE is easy to engrave for that unique sign look. It’s extremely durable for all types of weather and made with fade and graffiti  
resistant material extending the life of the sign.

If you are looking for a sign that doesn’t warp, rot or delaminate all while enhancing the look of your facility, park or recreational area,  
HDPE Routed signs are the perfect fit.

Routed HDPE (Plastic) Signs

Smooth & Fluted Aluminum Poles
Smooth poles: These smooth, round poles will give your streetscape a classic contemporary look. They are made 
of high-strength aluminum for lasting durability. These poles are available in 2 3/8", 3" and 4" outside diameters 
to match with our luminaires, bases, brackets, finials and hardware. 

Our standard round poles have a gloss black powder-coat finish. Custom lengths and colors are available. For 
direct burial mounts be sure to add 3 feet or more to desired height, or use a V-Loc® anchor. Heavier fixtures 
and softer soils require deeper pole burial depths. 

Fluted poles: TAPCO offers a wide variety of decorative fluted aluminum poles. TAPCO poles are extruded from 
high strength 6061-T6 Aluminum to exacting standards. They are available in 2 3/8", 3" and 4" O.D. in various wall 
thicknesses (standard is .125) and can be cut to any length. All poles can be painted in any color to match your next 
decorative project. Please call for further details.

Aluminum poles with base plates: TAPCO aluminum poles are also available with base plates. These bases are needed 
when surface-mounting poles on concrete or asphalt or when extra base stability is called for. Plates are welded to 
the pole and painted. The 2 3/8" and 3" poles are available with a 7 3/4" circular plate while 3" and 4" diameter poles are 
available with a square 10" x 10" base.

2 3/8" OD smooth 2 3/8" OD fluted 4" OD smooth 4" OD fluted3" OD fluted2 3/8" OD* 
threaded top

3" OD smooth

 

SignBacker™ Panels 
In addition to upgrading the look of your signage, SignBacker™ 
panels add rigidity and strength. Made from .080" thick 
aluminum pre-drilled with holes to fit any standard sign and 
powder coated 60% gloss black. Install with black mounting 
brackets and hardware and you will have a top notch assembly. 
Custom sign backers are also available.

Painted Stainless  
Steel Brackets 

Accent your signs with TAPCO's 
decorative SignSurround™ Sign 
Frames. Constructed of 1" wide, 
1/8" thick welded aluminum, and 
powder-coated gloss black. The 
octagon SignSurround™ frame 
accommodates sharp 40˚ angle 
corners, while the diamond, 
triangular and rectangle frames 
accommodate standard radius 
corner signs.

SignSurround™ 
Sign Frames

Fluted 
aluminum pole

Fluted 
aluminum 
poles with 
base plates
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Prevent this

with V-Loc®®

Stabilizer fin

Installed pole

Cleanout bar

Leg

Locking wedge

V-Loc®  for soil  034-00085 

When pairing decorative aluminum poles with TAPCO's 
V-Loc® anchors, you get both the ease of installation and 
the safety of a breakaway anchor system. V-Loc® is the 
state of the art, reusable breakaway anchor, allowing you 
to replace posts literally in minutes. It anchors posts for 
signs, mailboxes and other applications. The V-Loc® anchor 
socket can be installed in concrete, asphalt or soil safely by 
one person in a matter of minutes either by hand or power 
driver. Once the V-Loc® anchor is installed, you simply insert 
your post and drive in the patented wedge, locking the 
post into the anchor without the need for any additional 
hardware. V-Loc® fins require no concrete in soil. It's simple, 
solid and safe. Each V-Loc® includes a  locking wedge easily 
replaced after a vehicle impact. Other diameter post and 
ground settings are available.

V-Loc® Breakaway  
Post Anchors

The FHWA has mandated breakaway supports within the clear zone on National Highway System routes since 1998. In 2000 the MUTCD made 
breakaway sign supports a "shall" condition for supports within the clear zone of all streets and highways in the United States. FHWA intends to 
limit the mandate for retrofitting breakaway supports on non-National Highway System routes to those posted at 50 mph or greater, and has set 
a deadline of January 2013* to accomplish the retrofit of existing sign posts. Any new sign post installed after the January 2013 Breakaway Post 
Deadline shall be breakaway compliant on any and all speed roads.
*2003 edition of the MUTCD set a 10-year implementation period to retrofit sign supports on highways signed at 50 mph or greater.

2013 Breakaway Post Mandate

Upon vehicle impact,  the locking wedge collapses allowing pole to pop out while the V-Loc® anchor remains in-ground

 

Decorative 
Aluminum  
Pole Bases 
High grade cast aluminum bases  
complement poles, sleeves, luminaires  
and other components of your  
decorative streetscape projects.
�� Painted gloss black, optional colors 
available 

�� Choose base that matches diameter  
of the fluted pole being used

9" 8"

7 3/4"

Mini Base

5"

26 1/2"

Middletown Base

5"

7 1/2"

3 1/4"

25"

Minneapolis Base

Posts & Poles Posts & Poles 

Pole & Sign Top  
Decorative Finials
Add a distinctive accent to the posts in your 
neighborhood, downtown or development. 
Produced from sand-cast aluminum, TAPCO 
decorative finials are powder-coated  
gloss black for durability. Finials are sized 
for 2 3/8", 3" and 4" poles and are secured with 
three stainless steel set screws (included).
�� Optional vandal-resistant pin screws
�� Custom colors are available
�� Square post options available

Slip Over Pole Base
Fits the Middletown aluminum base and other bases with  
7 ½" outer diameter. Install over pole to cover plate models or 
damaged concrete.
�� 7 ½" top outer diameter  x 15"W base x 4 3/4"H
�� Weighs 8 1/4 lb.

Fits 2 3/8" OD pole, has 
9" slot for extruded sign blade

Fits a U-channel post, has
9" slot for extruded sign blade

Sits on top of flat sign blade, 
has 12" slot for flat sign blade 

Fits 2" square post, has
5½" slot for flat sign blade 

Post Top  
Sign Brackets 
Available in models to fit flat or 
extruded sign blades. 
�� Each bracket includes set of  
stainless steel allen set screws

�� Available raw (unpainted) or  
painted black

Pineapple

Fleur-de-lis

Ball

Point

Acorn
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Decorative Breakaway 
Sign Pole Packages

Ball Finial Ball Finial

Brackets 
Set of two

Brackets
Set of two

Middletown Base

  
Breakaway 
Anchor

12' Fluted Pole
3" outer diameter,  
.125" wall, gloss black

Slip-Over 
Pole Base

Anchor Bolt 
5/8" x 18", galvanized steel

12' Fluted Pole with  
10" x 10" Base Plate
3" outer diameter,  
.125" wall, gloss black

 

 

Signmaking Processes

 ElectroCut™ Film is a signmaking technique typically used 
for low volume street name and traffic signs. ElectroCut™, 
also known as EC film, is used to provide transparent colored 
backgrounds.

Available in yellow, red, orange, blue, green black and brown,  
EC Film is durable, transparent and often used as the 
technique for quick traffic sign turnaround.

Whether your traffic sign is screen printed or made with 
ElectroCut™ Film, rest assured you will be receiving only the 
highest quality traffic sign on the market.

Electro Cut™ (EC) Film

V-Loc® Breakaway Anchors

Sign routing is a signmaking technique used to 
make precise cuts into various substrates – Routed 
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), Medium 
Density Overlay Wood and Aluminum -  and 
gives our sign shop the capability to create highly 
defined signs.

Routing Processes

Digital printing is a signmaking technique used for multi-
colored signs with fine detailed artwork, images and photos. 

At TAPCO, we use latex inks during digital printing that 
combine the best characteristics of solvent inks and  
-based inks to create the highest quality custom signs. 
Protective overlay is added to outdoor signs for increased 
durability.

With the capability to print on a wide variety of media types  
and substrates, our digital printing capabilities are perfect  
for those unique sign projects. 

Digital Printing

Screen printing is a signmaking technique used for high 
volume traffic signs and for signs that require custom colors. 
Color images are realized by incorporating multiple screens – 
one for each unique color.

TAPCO’s industry-leading screen printing process utilizes high-
quality material. With the capability to mix and match Pantone 
colors for any custom design, TAPCO screen printed signs can 
be found throughout many of our nation’s roadways.

Screen Printing

�� Ideal for low 
volume

�� Ideal reproduction 
of fine detailed art 
& photos

�� Unlimited color 
gamut

�� Print on wide 
variety of media 
substrates

�� Traditional 
method used for 
printing outdoor 
and traffic signs

�� Ideal for high 
volume signs

�� Wide color gamut
�� Print on wide 
variety of 
substrates

�� For low volume  
(1-7) single- 
color signs

�� Fast production  
time

�� Same durability  
& retroreflectivity  
of a screen  
printed sign

�� Outdoor,  
all-weather  
signs

�� Durable  
UV-stabilized,  
fade-resistant 
material

�� Abrasion,  
vandal & graffiti 
resistant

3" OD Pole packages shown here.
Base plate models and V-Loc® Breakaway Anchors with these poles are not  

NCHRP 350 Compliant.
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More Custom Sign OptionsOrdering Guide

Turn Your Custom Sign into an LED BlinkerSign®
Email us at blinkersales@tapconet.com for a quote

“Everyone in the community likes the new 
look of the custom wayfinding signs. We have 
been working with TAPCO for a number of 
years and had another great experience.” 
– Al Gerber, City of Monroe Director of Public Works

 
MUTCD  

Traffic SignsSpecialty Signs

Folding signs

Octagon shaped signs  
for the back side of a stop sign

BlinkerPaddle® 
Flashing LED Paddles

Blinder signs

“TAPCO was very quick responding to our 
custom sign request. We had an awesome 
experience putting together the artwork  
and the signs. We couldn’t be happier.”
 – Dan Stephany, City of Monona Director of Public Works 
and Utilities

 

Contact Us for a Custom  
Sign Quote Today
TAPCO takes pride in the professional production of custom 
signage! Send us your artwork or let us help you create your 
one-of-a-kind sign. If you submit artwork, we are happy to 
determine if your files are production ready, free of charge.  
If you require additional artwork to be created for production,  
we are able to create it with an additional fee. 

1. Initial Quote 
Simply supply us with the sign requirements (reflectivity,  
colors, quantities, etc.) and we can create your design for you, or 
send us the artwork you'd like to use, and we can determine the 
cost of production.  

2. Artwork 
Submission 
In order to ensure the 
highest quality, we require 
that art be sent to us in 
the following formats with 
native extensions: ".ai," 
".eps" or atrue-vector* ".pdf". 
Why Vectors? Vectors 
can be scaled up or 
down without any loss of 
quality. Raster images are composed of connected dots (pixels) and vectors 
are images composed of connected lines. Each pixel is a tiny square, whereas 
vector images are defined by math, not pixels (see example to the right)

3. Optional Custom Design  
If the original source file is unavailable, not production ready or you are 
starting with a concept/sketch, let our in-house design team mock up your 
custom sign for you. This service will incur a separate, custom design  
(or re-creation) charge: which will be quoted after the initial review of the 
project, but prior to production.

4. Custom Artwork Review 
An art proof of your custom design will be ready for you to review and  
make any necessary changes as needed. 

5.  We Will Work With You to Get it Right
Once the majority of your design is finalized, TAPCO will offer complimentary 
minor edits as needed which may involve strokes (line widths), word changes 
and/or colors. Adding new graphics after initial approval may incur additional 
design fees.

6. Custom Final Art Proof 
To ensure you are happy with the result, we will send you a proof to approve 
before fabrication begins. Changes may be made at this time, but may  
also be subject to additional fees – as additional work may be needed.  

 RASTER  
(Photoshop® or similar)

VECTOR  
(Illustrator® or similar)

.ai

.eps

.pdf*
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